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Quantum interference in the fluorescence of a molecular system
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It has been observed experimentally@H.R. Xia, C.Y. Ye, and S.Y. Zhu, Phys. Rev. Lett.77, 1032~1996!#
that quantum interference between two molecular transitions can lead to a suppression or enhancement of
spontaneous emission. This is manifest in the fluorescent intensity as a function of the detuning of the driving
field from the two-photon resonance condition. Here we present a theory that explains the observed variation
of the number of peaks with the mutual polarization of the molecular transition dipole moments. Using master
equation techniques we calculate analytically as well as numerically the steady-state fluorescence, and find that
the number of peaks depends on the excitation process. If the molecule is driven to the upper levels by a
two-photon process, the fluorescent intensity consists of two peaks regardless of the mutual polarization of the
transition dipole moments. If the excitation process is composed of both a two-step, one-photon process and a
one-step, two-photon process, then there are two peaks on transitions with parallel dipole moments and three
peaks on transitions with antiparallel dipole moments. This latter case is in excellent agreement with the
experiment.

PACS number~s!: 42.50.Ct, 33.80.Be, 42.50.Gy, 42.50.Hz
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I. INTRODUCTION

There have been a large number of theoretical studie
the effects of quantum interference in atomic and molecu
systems@1#. This phenomenon was first suggested by Ag
wal @2# who showed that the spontaneous emission from
degenerate V-type three-level atom is sensitive to the mu
orientation of the atomic dipole moments. If they are para
a suppression of spontaneous emission can appear and
of the population can be trapped in the excited levels. Sim
predictions were reported for other configurations of thr
and multilevel atoms and show that quantum interfere
can lead to many interesting effects such as amplifica
without population inversion@3#, electromagnetically in-
duced transparency@4#, phase dependent spectra and po
lation inversions@5#, and ultranarrow spectral lines@6#.

Zhu and Scully@7# and Leeet al. @8# have shown that in
the case of a nondegenerate V-type atom driven from
auxiliary level, quantum interference can lead to the elim
nation of the central line in the fluorescence spectrum w
the driving field is tuned to the middle of the upper lev
splitting. This interesting effect suggests that quantum in
ference can be used as a mechanism for controlling and
for suppression of spontaneous emission.

In 1996, Xia et al. @9# carried out the first experimenta
investigation of constructive and destructive interference
fects in spontaneous emission. In the experiment they u
sodium dimers, which can be modeled as five-level mole
lar systems with a single ground level, two intermediate a
two upper levels, driven by a two-photon process from
ground level to the upper doublet. By monitoring the flu
rescence from the upper levels they observed that the
fluorescent intensity, as a function of two-photon detuning
composed of two peaks on transitions with parallel and th
peaks on transitions with antiparallel dipole moments. T
observed variation of the number of peaks with the mut
1050-2947/2000/62~1!/013818~10!/$15.00 62 0138
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polarization of the dipole moments gives compelling e
dence for quantum interference in spontaneous emission

It is our purpose in this paper to present a theoreti
explanation of the observed fluorescent intensity and, in p
ticular, to explain the variation of the number of the observ
peaks with the mutual polarization of the molecular dipo
moments. We point out here that the previous theoret
studies@7,8# of quantum interference between two transitio
with parallel or antiparallel dipole moments have dealt w
fluorescencespectrum. By contrast, in the experiment, th
total fluorescent intensity, as a function of two-photon detu
ing, was observed. Agarwal@10# has provided an intuitive
picture for the observed spontaneous emission cancella
in terms of interference pathways involving a two-phot
absorption process. Recently, Berman@11# has shown that
the experimentally observed cancellation of spontane
emission involving a two-photon absorption process can
interpreted in terms of population trapping. Although a ca
cellation of spontaneous emission is present with a tw
photon excitation process, no variation of the number
peaks with the polarization of the dipole moments exist
the fluorescent intensity. In summary, no explanation
been offered until now for the observed variation of the nu
ber of peaks in the fluorescent intensity with the mutual p
larization of the transition dipole moments.

In this paper we consider a five-level system driven b
single-mode coherent laser field, which models the exp
mental configuration set up by Xiaet al. @9#. Working with
the master equation of the system, we calculate the ste
state fluorescent intensity as a function of the laser freque
for two different transitions from the upper levels to inte
mediate levels. One transition is in the visible region and
parallel dipole moments. The other transition is in the ult
violet and has antiparallel dipole moments. We assume
there is spontaneous emission from the upper to the inter
diate levels and thence to the ground level so the dynam
©2000 The American Physical Society18-1
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JIN WANG, H. M. WISEMAN, AND Z. FICEK PHYSICAL REVIEW A62 013818
of the system are restricted to these five levels. In a
sodium molecule, the situation is more complex, with oth
decay channels, and laser-field couplings between var
real states@12#. However, we believe that our simple mod
does explain the basic physical effects that have been
served in the experiment.

In Xia’s paper @9# the excitation of the upper states
described as a two-photon process. As we will see later,
two-photon excitation process can only ever lead to t
peaks in the fluorescent intensity, independent of the mu
polarization of the dipole moments. We show that the exp
mentally observed variation of the number of peaks ari
from the presence of an additional two-step, one-photon
citation processes.

The paper is organized as follows. The master equa
for the five-level molecular system driven by a single-mo
laser field is derived and analyzed in Sec. II. The analyt
and numerical results for the total fluorescent intensity
the two-photon coupling only are studied in Sec. III. In Se
IV, we investigate the corresponding results when the sys
has both one- and two-photon coupling. We also examine
approximations made and make comparisons with the
perimental results. A discussion is given in the conclud
Sec. V.

II. MASTER EQUATION

The energy-level scheme of the system we are consi
ing is shown in Fig. 1, in which we follow the notation o
Ref. @9#. The five-level molecule consists of two upper leve
ua1& and ua2&, two intermediate levelsub& and ud&, and a
single ground leveluc&. The upper levels are separated by t
frequencyv12, which is much smaller than the frequenci
v1b andv2b of the ua1&→ub& and ua2&→ub& transitions and
the frequenciesv1d and v2d of the ua1&→ud& and ua2&
→ud& transitions. As in the sodium dimers used in Xia
experiment@9#, we assume that the frequenciesv1b andv2b
are significantly different from the frequenciesv1d andv2d .
The transitionsua1&,ua2&→ub& correspond to the visible re
gion, whereas the transitionsua1&,ua2&→ud& correspond to
the uv region.

FIG. 1. Energy-level structure and couplings of the molecu
system.
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In the molecule, the one-photon transitionsua1&,ua2&
→ub&,ud&→uc& are connected by electric dipole momen
whereas the transitionua1&→ua2& and the two-photon transi
tions ua1&,ua2&→uc& are forbidden in the electric dipole ap
proximation. The molecular dipole moments can have diff
ent orientations~polarizations! and two dipole moments
which are close in frequency and can interfere with ea
other if they are not orthogonal. In the experiment, a destr
tive interference was observed between two transitio
ua1&→ub& andua2&→ub&, with parallel dipole moments, an
a constructive interference was observed between transit
ua1&→ud& and ua2&→ud& with antiparallel dipole moments.

In order to quantify the mutual orientations of the tran
tion dipole moments, we introduce a parameter

p5
mW i j •mW kl

umW i j uumW klu
, i j Þkl, ~2.1!

wheremW i j is the matrix element of the transition dipole m
ment betweenu i & andu j & levels. Using the subscriptsu andv
to denote the ultraviolet and visible transitions in the expe
ment, we havepu51 ~parallel dipole moments!, while pv
521 ~antiparallel dipole moments! @13#. This is because the
levelsa1 anda2 consist of the sum and difference superp
sitions of singlet and triplet states, while levelb is a singlet
state and leveld a triplet state@9#.

For simplicity we will assume that the magnitude of th
interfering dipole moments are the same. Thus, the up
doublet decays to levelub& at rategv5g1b5g2b and to level
ud& at rategu5g1d5g2d . Hereu andv again refer to visible
and ultraviolet. The intermediate levelsub& andud& decay to
the ground leveluc& at ratesgb andgd , respectively.

The system is driven by a single-mode tunable laser
frequencyvL . In the experiment the dye laser was coupl
to the two-photon transitionuc&→ua1&,ua2& in order to avoid
the Doppler effect~which we ignore in our analysis!. Here,
we must ask the question whether the two-photon coup
in the experiment was the only coupling of the laser to
system. It is stated in the experimental paper@9# that the
two-photon transition in sodium dimers was enhanced b
near-resonant intermediate level, indicating that the la
could also couple the ground stateuc& to the upper states
ua1&,ua2& via cascaded one-photon transitions. Here, to av
introducing an extra level, we take the near-resonant in
mediate level to beub&, so the laser can also produce a tw
step one-photon transitionuc&→ub& then ub&→ua1&,ua2&. In
our opinion this channel of the excitation was possible in
experiment as the one-photon transitions in the molecule
in the visible region and their dipole moments are para
@9#. We will see later that the presence of this channel
excitation will be crucial in the explanation of the expe
mentally observed fluorescent intensity profile. With on
two-photon excitation quantum interference can be obser
but the fluorescent intensity exhibits two peaks~as a function
of laser detuning! regardless of the mutual orientation of th
transition dipole moments. The three-peak structure of
fluorescent intensity observed in the experiment in the

r
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QUANTUM INTERFERENCE IN THE FLUORESCENCE OF . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A 62 013818
region can only result from the presence of the two-step o
photon channel.

We calculate the steady-state intensity of the fluoresce
from the upper doublet to the intermediate levels as follo
The intensity is proportional to the normally ordered fir
order correlation function of the scattered field

I ~rW,t !}^EW (2)~rW,t !•EW (1)~rW,t !&, ~2.2!

whereEW (1)(rW,t) is the positive frequency part of the electr
field operator at a pointrW in the far-field zone of the system
outside the driving laser field. In terms of the density mat
elements of the system the scaled steady-state (t→`) inten-
sity on the ultraviolet and visible transitions is

I u/v5gu/v~r111r2212pu/vRer12!. ~2.3!

Herer11 andr22 are the steady-state populations of the le
ua1& and ua2&, andr12 is the steady-state coherence betwe
them.

We find steady-state values of the populations and co
ences from the master equation of the system. The ma
equation can be written in the Lindblad form@14# as

ṙ5Lrevr1Lirrr, ~2.4!

where the reversible and irreversible terms are, respectiv

Lrevr52 i @H,r#, ~2.5!

and

Lirr5gv~11pv!D@ ub&~^a1u1^a2u!/A2#1gv~12pv!D@ ub&

3~^a1u2^a2u!/A2#1 gu~11pu!D$@ ud&~^a1u

1^a2u!/A2%1gu~12pu!D@ ud&~^a1u2^a2u!/A2#

1gbD@ uc&^bu#1gdD@ uc&^du# ~2.6!

5gvD@ ub&~^a1u2^a2u!#1guD@ ub&~^a1u1^a2u!#

1gbD@ uc&^bu#1gdD@ uc&^du#. ~2.7!

Here,D is a superoperator defined for arbitrary operatorA
andB as

D@A#B[ABA†2 1
2 $A†A,B%. ~2.8!

Taking the ground state to have zero energy, the Hamilton
operator in Eq.~2.5! ~working in units where\51) can be
split asH5H01H1, where

H052vLua1&^a1u12vLua2&^a2u1vLub&^bu1vdud&^du
~2.9!

is approximately equal to the Hamiltonian of the molecu
system, and
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H15@Vbcub&^cue2 ivLt1H.c.#1@Vab~ ua1&1ua2&)^bue2 ivLt

1H.c.#1@Q~ ua1&1ua2&)^cue2 i2vLt1H.c.#

1~v122vL!ua1&^a1u1~v222vL!ua2&^a2u

1~vb2vL!ub&^bu1~vd2vL!ud&^du ~2.10!

includes the interaction with the laser field plus correctio
to H0 to reproduce the full molecular Hamiltonian.

The first and second terms in Eq.~2.10! describe the in-
teraction of the classical laser field with electric dipole m
ments of the one-photon transitionsuc&→ub& and ub&
→ua1&,ua2&, respectively. The strengths with which the
transitions are driven are characterized by the one-pho
Rabi frequenciesVbc5

1
2 mW bc•EW L , and Vab5 1

2 mW ba1
•EW L

5 1
2 mW ba2

•EW L , whereEW L is the amplitude of the laser field.
The third term in Eq.~2.10! describes the two-photon

coupling of the laser field to the system with the two-phot
Rabi frequency

Q5(
m

1

2

mmcmma1
EL

2

vL2vmc
5(

m

1

2

mmcmma2
EL

2

vL2vmc
, ~2.11!

whereEL5uEW Lu. This is due to transitions via the intermed
ate virtual levels labeledm here.

Because of the external driving the elements of the sys
state matrixr satisfy equations of motion containing explic
time-dependent factors of the complex exponential ty
These can be removed by moving to the interaction pict
with respect toH0. The remaining HamiltonianH1 becomes

HI~ t !5~v12/22D!ua1&^a1u1~2v12/22D!ua2&^a2u

1~2D/22d!ub&^bu1@Vab~ ua1&1ua2&!^bu1H.c.#

1@Q~ ua1&1ua2&)^cu1H.c.#1@Vbcub&^cu1H.c.#.

~2.12!

Although this is written asHI(t) it is actually time-
independent because of the judicious choice ofH0. HereD
52vL2va is the detuning between the two-photon las
frequency 2vL and the mean frequency of the upper leve
relative to the ground levelva5(v11v2)/2. The one-
photon detuningd5vL2D/22vb5va/22vb is the gap be-
tween the energy of levelub& and the half-way position from
the ground leveluc& to the mean of the upper levelsua1& and
ua2&. Moving to the interaction picture does not affect th
irreversible terms so the new master equation is

ṙ5Lirrr2 i @HI ,r#. ~2.13!

The stationary solution satisfyingṙ50 can be found numeri-
cally and, in certain limits, analytically. We consider sep
rately the case of two-photon coupling only, and one- a
two-photon coupling.
8-3
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JIN WANG, H. M. WISEMAN, AND Z. FICEK PHYSICAL REVIEW A62 013818
III. TWO-PHOTON COUPLING ONLY

The case where the upper pair of levels is excited only
two-photon transitions via virtual intermediate levels
found by settingVab andVbc in the interaction Hamiltonian
~2.12! equal to zero. The two-photon driving parametriz
by Q is the only sort of driving mentioned in the experime
tal paper@9#.

A. Analytical solution

We first consider an analytical solution. This is possible
the weak-field limit whereQ is much smaller than the deca
rates in the system. For the experimentally relevant mu
polarizationspv51, pu521, the equations of motion ar
greatly simplified if we make the assumption thatgu5gv .
That is, we assume that the decay rates of the upper leve
the ultraviolet and visible transitions are equal. We theref
define a new parameterga5gu5gv .

Under these assumptions, it is easy to show that the m
ter equation~2.13! leads to the following steady-state valu
of the upper level populations and coherences

r115
Q2

~D1v12/2!21ga
2

, ~3.1!

r225
Q2

~D2v12/2!21ga
2

, ~3.2!

Rer125
Q2@D22~v12/2!21ga

2#

@~D1v12/2!21ga
2#@~D2v12/2!21ga

2#
. ~3.3!

These are shown in Fig. 2~a! as a function ofD.
This analysis predicts that the populations and cohere

exhibit peaks atD56v12/2, corresponding to the two
photon resonances of the laser field with theuc&→ua1& and
uc&→ua2& transitions. In Fig. 2~b!, we plot the fluorescen
intensity as a function ofD for the pv51 andpu521 tran-
sitions. It is seen that there are two peaks located aD
56 1

2 v12, the amplitudes of which are not sensitive top.
The intensity is sensitive top only aboutD50 and can be
almost completely suppressed forpv51 transitions. This
confirms the earlier prediction by Agarwal@10# that the two-
photon excitation process involving theua1& and ua2& levels
can lead to cancellation of spontaneous emission to the l
ub&. The cancellation of the fluorescence atD50 also con-
firms the prediction by Berman@11# that the suppression o
the fluorescence can be explained in terms of dark states
coherent population trapping.

For pv51 the fluorescent intensity~2.3! can be written as

I v52gvrss, ~3.4!

where rss5^surus& is the population of the symmetricus&
5(ua1&1ua2&)/A2 combination of the upper levels. The su
pression of the fluorescence atD50 indicates that the stat
us& is almost unpopulated in the steady-state. This imp
that the population is trapped between other molecular
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with the stateus& being a dark state of the system.

B. Numerical results

As noted before, in the experiment@9# three peaks were
observed on the transitions with antiparallel dipole momen
However, as it is seen from Fig. 2~b!, the weak-field theory
does not predict three peaks for thepu521 transitions. The
reason is that the magnitude of the coherence termr12 is
small compared to the magnitude of the population terms
that it is unable to build up a third peak in the middle. T

FIG. 2. Analytical results for two-photon coupling only.~a!
Populations (r11 peaked to the left,r22 peaked to the right! and
coherence (Rr12, below the axis! of the excited states.~b! The total
fluorescent intensity in units of the spontaneous emission rate.
solid line shows the intensity on the ultraviolet transition (pu

521), the dashed line shows the intensity on the visible transit
(pv51), and the dash-dotted line shows the hypothetical inten
for a transition with orthogonal dipole moments (p50). The pa-
rameters areVab5Vbc50, Q51024, v1256, d50, gu5gv
50.5, gb51. The two-photon detuningD is plotted in units of
gu1gv .
8-4
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QUANTUM INTERFERENCE IN THE FLUORESCENCE OF . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A 62 013818
coherence term is necessarily small because there is no
tuningD at which both populations are large, and the coh
ence term is limited in magnitude by

ur12u2<r11r22. ~3.5!

To prove that the lack of a third peak is not a result of t
assumptions made in deriving the analytical results we h
also studied numerically the steady state of the master e
tion ~2.13! with the one-photon Rabi frequencies set to ze
This can be done by calculating the equations of motion
the density matrix elements and using matrix inversion te
niques. It can be done more easily using the direct symb
representation of the master equation~2.13!, which is pos-
sible in the quantum optics toolbox for matlab@15#. We find
that, even in the strong-field limit, and even withguÞgv , it
is not possible to produce a third peak in the fluoresce
profile.

From these analytical and numerical results we concl
that as well as the two-photon excitation process there m
be some other processes involved in the dynamics of
system. The obvious candidate is a two-step, one-pho
process.

IV. ONE- AND TWO-PHOTON COUPLING

To include one-photon coupling we now consider the c
whereVbc andVab are nonzero. To include two-photon co
pling we actually do not need to haveQ nonzero. That is
because, as we will show, there is a regime in which le
ub& acts as a virtual level with almost no real population.
this limit, the two step, one-photon process becomes equ
lent to a two-photon process. The relative strength of
two- and one-photon couplings is given by a parametea
5gb /ga , to be discussed later. Thus, for simplicity, we s
Q50.

A. Analytical results

To obtain analytical results we must consider the eq
tions of motion for the density matrix elements. The mas
equation~2.13!, in general, leads to a system of 25 equatio
of motion for the density matrix elements. Because of
assumption of large nondegeneracy between the interme
levels ub& and ud&, the coherencesrcd , rda1

, rbd, andrda2

are not coupled to the driving field, and then the system
equations splits into two subsystems: one of 17 equation
motion directly coupled to the driving field and the other
eight equations of motion not coupled to the driving field.
is not difficult to show that the steady-state solutions for
eight density matrix elements are zero and therefore we l
our considerations to the 17 equations which, after apply
the trace property (Trr51), reduce to a system of 1
coupled linear inhomogeneous equations.

As in the case of Sec. III A, for the physical paramete
pv51, pu521, the equations are simplified ifgu5gv . Un-
der this assumption, and substitutingga for bothgu andgv ,
the relevant density matrix elements obey the followi
coupled equations:
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ṙ11522gar112 iVab~rb12r1b!, ~4.1!

ṙ22522gar222 iVab~rb22r2b!, ~4.2!

ṙbb52gbrbb1ga~r111r221r121r21!2 iVbc~rcb2rbc!

1 iVab~rb12r1b!1 iVab~rb22r2b!, ~4.3!

ṙcc5gbrbb1gd~12r112r222rbb2rcc!

1 iVbc~rcb2rbc!, ~4.4!

ṙ1252~2ga1 iv12!r122 iVabrb21 iVabr1b , ~4.5!

ṙb252@~ga1gb/2!2 i ~d2D/22v12/2!#rb22 iVbcrc2

2 iVabr121 iVabrbb2 iVabr22, ~4.6!

ṙb152@~ga1gb/2!2 i ~d2D/21v12/2!#rb12 iVbcrc1

2 iVabr121 iVabrbb2 iVabr11, ~4.7!

ṙbc52
1

2
@gb/22 i ~d1D/2!#rbc2 iVbc~rcc2rbb!

2 iVab~r1c1r2c!, ~4.8!

ṙ1c5@2 i ~v12/22D!2ga#r1c2 iVabrbc2gar1c

1 iVbcr1b , ~4.9!

ṙ2c5@ i ~v12/21D!2ga#r2c1 iVabrbc2gar2c2 iVbcr1b .
~4.10!

To proceed further we make the weak-field assumption
Vab and Vbc are small compared with the decay rates. W
will show later that the same qualitative results can be
tained when this assumption, and the assumptiongu5gv are
relaxed.

Under the weak-field assumption we can order the ma
elements by how they scale withV;Vbc ,Vab as shown in
Fig. 3. The simplifications result from keeping only the low
est order terms in the above equations of motion for the s
matrix elements. The steady-state solutions can then be
tained by setting the time derivatives to zero and solving
equations in the order as shown in Fig. 3. We find that
upper-level populations are given by

r115
Vab

2 Vbc
2

@~D/21d!21gb
2/4#@~D2v12/2!21ga

2#
, ~4.11!
8-5
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r225
Vab

2 Vbc
2

@~D/21d!21gb
2/4#@~D1v12/2!21ga

2#
. ~4.12!

This result predicts that, for large enough level splitti
v12, the population of both of the upper pair states have t
distinct peaks as a function of laser detuningD. This is il-
lustrated in Fig. 4~a!. The first peak is centered atD
56v12/2 for r11 or r22, respectively. At this detuning th
two-photon transition fromuc& to ua1& or ua2& is resonant,
explaining the peak. The second peak is atD522d. This is
the resonance condition for the transition fromuc& to ub&, as
seen in Fig. 1. This central peak results from two stepw
one-photon transitions, the first populating levelub& and the
second exciting fromub& to ua&. The populating of levelub&
at this laser frequency is evident from the steady-state re

rbb5
VabVbc

@~D/21d!21gb
2/4#

. ~4.13!

The upper-states coherence is considerably more com
cated, and is given in full in the Appendix. From the denom
nators in the expression given there, it is evident thatr12
may have many peaks and this is also illustrated in Fig. 4~a!.
To discover the physical meaning out of such a complica
expression, we consider the limit of large splitting wherev12
is much larger than all other rates or frequencies. We t
consider the behavior ofr12 at the positions of its peaks, an
keep only the leading contributions there. It turns out t
only one peak survives this simplification:

Rer12.
2Vab

2 Vbc
2

~v12/2!2@~D/21d!21~gb/2!2#
. ~4.14!

FIG. 3. Diagram showing the method for solving the stea
state master equation under the weak-field assumption. The
bols on the right represent the order of the matrix elements.
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From this expression it is evident that the coherencer12
also exhibits the resonance atD522d, and its magnitude is
comparable to the magnitude of population terms. This
possible because the populationsr11 andr22 both have peaks
at D522d, resulting from two-step one-photon transition
Thus the inequality in Eq.~3.5! allows the coherence~4.14!
to have a peak here also, unlike the case with only tw
photon transitions.

Assuming again thatv12@ga ,gb ,d, the peaks in the
populations~4.11! and~4.12! are well-separated Lorentzian
Then using Eq.~4.14!, the fluorescent intensity for the ultra
violet and visible transitions can be approximated as

I u/v5
16gu/vVab

2 Vbc
2

v12
2 F 1

~D2v12/2!21ga
2

1
1

2

~12pu/v!

~d1D/2!21~gb/2!2
1

1

~D1v12/2!21ga
2G .

~4.15!

In this limit the fluorescent intensity contains three Loren
ians located atD56v12/2 andD522d. This is seen in the
complete analytical solution for the fluorescence, from E
~4.11!, ~4.12!, and~A1!, plotted in Fig. 4~b!. The amplitude
of the peak atD522d strongly depends on the mutual po
larization of the dipole moments. The peak is absent in
intensity I v observed in the visible region withpv51. For
the fluorescent intensityI u observed in the uv region with
pu521, the amplitude of the peak is enhanced. The stro
dependence of the amplitude of the central peak on the
tual orientation of the molecular dipole moments is precis
the effect observed in the experiment. We emphasize a
that the presence of the central peak in the fluorescent in
sity results from the coupling of the driving laser to the on
photon transitions. This peak would be present even if th
was no interference between the transitions~that is, even if
the dipole moments were orthogonal withp50). The inter-
ference leads to an enhancement (p521) or cancellation
(p51) of this central peak arising from cascaded on
photon excitations.

B. Numerical results

Having illustrated the role of the one- and two-phot
excitations in the weak-field limit, we now find the fluore
cent intensity without making any simplifying assumptio
in our model. In this case it is not possible to obtain analy
cal solutions and therefore we use numerical methods to
stationary values of the density matrix elements of the s
tem. Once again, this is easy using the symbolic represe
tional power of the quantum optics toolbox for matlab@15#.
We first verify the correctness of the numerical technique
reproducing the weak-field analytical results. This is sho
in Fig. 4~c!.

In Fig. 5, we plot the fluorescent intensity for a stron
driving field. It is seen that the fluorescent intensity exhib
the same behavior as that for the weak driving field, sho

-
m-
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FIG. 4. Weak-field results for one- and two-photon driving.~a!
Analytical populations and coherences of the the excited state
in Fig. 2~a!. ~b! Analytical results and~c! the numerical results for
the total fluorescent intensity in units of the spontaneous emis
rate. The different line styles are as in Fig. 2~b!. The parameters are
Vab5Vbc50.01, Q50, v1256, d50, gu5gv50.5, gb51. The
two-photon detuningD is plotted in units ofgu1gv .
01381
in Fig. 4, despite the fact that the solutions have been der
in different regimes.

The relative magnitude of the central peak to the mag
tude of the side peaks atD56v12/2 depends on the ratio
a5gb /ga . In Fig. 6 we show the effect ofa on the ampli-
tude of the central peak in the fluorescent intensity on the
transition. It is seen that the relative amplitude of the cen
peak increases with decreasinga ~although the overall fluo-
rescent intensity decreases!. The exact size of the centra
peak compared to the side peaks depends onV and v12 as
well asa. A small value ofa, which results in a large centra
peak as observed in the experiment, is consistent with
fact that the decay rates of the intermediate levels are m
smaller than the decay rates of the upper levels@12#. Whena
increases the central peak becomes relatively smaller,
disappears completely for sufficiently largea. In this case
the middle level is scarcely populated~because of its large
decay rate! and the dynamics of the system are dominated
a two-photon process where the upper levels are dire
populated from the ground level. Thus the largea limit is
equivalent to considering only two-photon processes as
Sec. III, and it is not surprising that the spectrum conta
only two peaks as found in that section.

The experimentally observed fluorescent intensity w
asymmetric aboutD50. There are few factors that coul
contribute towards the observed asymmetry. For exam
the decay rates from the two upper levels to the intermed
levels could be unequal. A simpler reason could be that
central peak is not exactly atD50. The analytical solution
~2.3! predicts the central peak to be atD522d and the
condition ofd50 implies that the energy of the levelub& is
exactly half of the mean energy of the upper levels. Ther
no reason to expect this condition to be satisfied in the
molecule, and in fact it appears from the experimental res
thatd is positive. Figure 7 shows the effect of a nonzerod on
the fluorescence profile for a strong driving field.

as

n

FIG. 5. Total fluorescent intensity in units of the spontaneo
emission rate for strong one- and two-photon coupling. The diff
ent line styles are as in Fig. 2~b!. The parameters areVab5Vbc

51, Q50, v1256, d50, gu5gv50.5, gb50.15. The two-
photon detuningD is plotted in units ofgu1gv .
8-7
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Finally, in Fig. 8 we show numerically that the results a
not much affected if we relax our previous assumption t
gu andgv are equal~with their value being denoted byga).
For this plot we choosegu and gv to be different by more
than a factor of 2. The numerical results in this figure, and
of the above figures, indicate that the existence of the th
peak is a robust feature, which does not depend upon
tuning of the parameters in the model.

FIG. 6. Total fluorescent intensity in units of the spontaneo
emission rate for strong one- and two-photon coupling. Only
ultraviolet (pu521) transition is plotted, butgb5agu is varied.
The values ofa for the three curves are, from top to bottom, 2, 0
and 0.02. The other parameters areVab5Vbc51, Q50, v1256,
d50, gu5gv50.5. The two-photon detuningD is plotted in units
of gu1gv .

FIG. 7. Total fluorescent intensity in units of the spontaneo
emission rate for strong one- and two-photon coupling, with n
zero detuningd of the intermediate levelub&. The different line
styles are as in Fig. 2~b!. The parameters areVab5Vbc51, Q
50, v1256, d50.3, gu5gv50.5, gb50.15. The two-photon de
tuning D is plotted in units ofgu1gv .
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V. SUMMARY

We have modeled quantum interference effects in the
tensity of the fluorescence emitted from a five-level mole
lar system, studied experimentally by Xiaet al. @9#. We have
presented an analytical solution for the fluorescent intens
valid in the weak-field limit, and a numerical solution val
for arbitrary strengths of the driving field. We have be
particularly interested in a theoretical explanation of the
perimentally observed dependence of the number of peak
the fluorescent intensity on the mutual orientation of the tr
sition dipole moments. We have assumed that the molec
excitation is composed of a one-step, two-photon absorp
process, and a two-step process involving the absorption
single photon in each step. If the excitation is composed
only the two-photon processes, the fluorescent intensity c
sists of two peaks regardless of the mutual orientation of
molecular dipole moments. With the two-step, one-pho
processes included, the intensity consists of two peaks
transitions with parallel dipole moments and three peaks
transitions with antiparallel dipole moments. This latter ca
is in excellent agreement with the experimental observa
@9#. The variation of the number of peaks with the mutu
polarization of the dipole moments is a very clear demo
stration of quantum interference in spontaneous emissio

Note added in proof.Li et al. @16# have just announced
that they repeated the experiment of Xiaet al. @9# and have
not observed three two-photon lines on the uv transiti
This experiment confirms our theoretical prediction that
central line observed in Ref.@9# is not a two-photon line, but
could arise from two-step one-photon transitions. The d
agreement in the linewidths of the observed signals requ
further theoretical analysis.

s
e

,

s
-

FIG. 8. Total fluorescent intensity in units of the spontaneo
emission rate for strong one- and two-photon coupling, with n
equal decay rates on the ultraviolet and visible transitions. The
ferent line styles are as in Fig. 2~b!. The parameters areVab

5Vbc51, Q50, v1256, d50, gu50.7, gv50.3, gb50.15. The
two-photon detuningD is plotted in units ofgu1gv .
8-8
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APPENDIX

The complete analytical solution for the coheren
between the upper levels in the weak driving limit wi
gu5gv5ga is
Rer125@gbga~d2D/21v12/2!~D2v12/2!1gbga
2~ga1gb!/2

12ga
2~d2D/21v12/2!~D/21d!2ga~2ga1gb!~D2v12/2!~D/21d!/2

1v12~d2D/21v12/2!~D2v12/2!~D/21d!

1v12ga~2ga1gb!~D/21d!/22v12gagb~d2D/21v12/2!/21v12gb~2ga1gb!~D2v12/2!/4#

4$@~d2D/21v12/2!21~2ga1gb!2/4#@~D2v12/2!21ga
2#@~d1D/2!21gb

2/4#@4ga
21v12

2#%~Vab
2 Vbc

2 !

1@gbga~d2D/22v12/2!~D1v12/2!/21gbga
2~2ga1gb!/2

12ga
2~d2D/22v12/2!~D/21d!2ga~2ga1gb2!~D1v12/2!~D/21d!/2

1v12~d2D/22v12/2!~D1v12/2!~D/21d!1v12~2ga1gb!ga~D/21d!/22v12gagb

3~d2D/22v12/2!/21v12gb~2ga1gb!~D1v12/2!/4#

4$@~d2D/22v12/2!21~2ga1gb!2/4#@~D1v12/2!21ga
2#

3@~d1D/2!21gb
2/4#@4ga

21v12
2#%~Vab

2 Vbc
2 !

1
Vab

2 Vbc
2 @2ga~2ga1gb!2~d2D/21v12/2!v12#

@~d2D/21v12/2!21~2ga1gb!2/4#@~d1D/2!21gb
2/4#@4ga

21v12
2#

1
Vab

2 Vbc
2 @2ga~2ga1gb!2~d2D/22v12/2!v12#

@~d2D/22v12/2!21~2ga1gb!2/4#@~d1D/2!21gb
2/4#@4ga

21v12
2#

. ~A1!
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